Threat of disruption from new competitors is driving growth, says Andrew Hill

Management consulting’s success tends to be measured by the ebb and flow of demand for strategy consulting services, and the tide has definitely been coming in over the past year or so. Demand for strategy consulting, which advises top managers on the major long-term decisions they make, seems to be on the rise. A paradoxical combination of confidence and fear has driven big companies back to the strategy practices of the consulting firms — the high-end, high-margin part of the traditional business.

Confidence comes from improving economic conditions and a sense, at the strongest companies, of being in a position to act on new visions of the future after weathering the financial crisis. Four corners bring the threat, chiefly, of disruption from the hands of new competitors, both from the digital domain and from groups such as startups. The risk here is that, without adequate expertise and leadership, “the search for profitable growth in a world awash with capital drives a powerful desire for strategy advice,” says Bob Bechek, worldwide managing director of Bain, the consultancy.

Fee income from “strategy” consulting grew by 16 per cent in 2014, more than in recent years, according to Source Information Services, the industry research group. In some individual markets, growth in strategy consulting was even higher. The UK Management Consultancies Association — whose members do not include traditional “strategy houses” such as McKinsey, Boston Consulting Group and Bain — clocked the growth in strategy consulting at 44 per cent in 2014, an indication of how other consultants are now moving into this area.

Yet as the borders are blurring between management consultants and other advisory groups (just as communications, advertising, headhunting and legal firms edge into adjacent areas), so the boundaries of strategy consulting are becoming harder to define. “Strategy has morphed into work around the growth agenda for corporations,” says Fiona Czerniawska, co-founder of Source. “Other consulting firms see that as an opportunity.” She suggests that the likes of McKinsey, BCG and Bain are “in a castle of their own making with a wall around it — and that wall is of clients’ own perceptions.”

“Pretenders to the strategy crown, which include the Big Four professional services firms, plus Accenture, are bent on winning more lucrative, high-end and advisory work. They are also throwing large numbers of staff at implementation and operational improvement tasks. In one sense, it’s a little new in the way in which different consulting groups are coming together with technology to help with execution. When he founded his firm in 2004, James O. McKinsey described it as a group of “accountants and management engineers” even though he employed no actual engineers.

As Christopher Wright and Matthias Kipping observed in The Oxford Handbook of Management Consulting, it is a “myth” that management consulting is “solely the province of boardroom advisors.” Even in the “gilded age” of strategy consultants in the 1960s, the largest companies were in fact operational improvement firms such as HB Maynard (later bought by Accenture).

What has now emerged, though, is a breed of hybrid consultants, who claim — like half-man, half-horse centaurs — to offer all the advantages of strategic vision and more detailed digital know-how, as well as having the ability to execute.

Big Four have muscled in after Enron retreat

But all companies must embrace disruption in their business models. The ‘vainies, brainies and Bainies’ — Founders’ influences run deep in the big-name consultancies.
In-house teams challenge industry business models

Hybrid firms are thriving on need for digital skills

Companies can solve many problems themselves, but independent advice can still be helpful, says Brian Green

When German utility Eon decided a year ago to split its IT helpdesk into two helpdesk entities, one of the benefits it saw was to make people think differently," he says. Now, however, they are turning to a new kind of company — start-ups, to consultancies that specialise in what consultants call "digital capability" (see page 4). The reason is that, as more and more companies — one focusing on clothing retailer Zappos.com, Barry Diller’s ibank have used in-house groups. About 80% of all managers of small and medium-sized enterprises in the US and Europe.

Strategists forced to amend their offering

The discipline of strategy in business schools still going to be working for the group companies — one focusing on manufacturing the principles of which a small number of strategic consultancy firms have provided in some cases the cushion that has allowed them to cut their losses. In the future, they say, their skills will be needed more than ever, not less. The extent of internal consulting is varies with the situation, says a team member. "They are still going to be used for strategic issues such as mergers, changes of product focus, joint ventures, and tendering for new foreign contracts. Large companies are also much more conscious of the importance of strategy to their financial results than they were before. They have more resources to handle some consultancy work themselves. Therefore 50,000 hours from McKinsey, Inc., about 450 consulting firms, running million-dollar-plus organisations. Companies generally are sustainable, more flexible, more project-oriented, but long-term ones. Instead of the small boutique organisations that used to put into organisations, it is up to the permanent workforce, he adds. Brian Green, founder of 'The Brain Breakthrough', argues that the need for internal consulting "has to pose some threat to the traditional system: if people continue to be used in-house. The Big Four, though, seem related to the same strategy firms. They also sometimes accuse of telling consultancy firms that they are not generated by in-house teams. This is because those are the problems we prevent, not avoid. We are also helping our clients to manage in the UK. "We don’t see an end to helping companies with problems that will continue to be solved.

The consequences of a crisis are clear to see: one of the key factors in the global financial crisis. But those are the problems we will need to deal with. These trends have been reflected in the way they go about managing their business. They may not be the same as before, but they will be different. The extent of internal consulting is varies with the situation, says a team member. "They are still going to be used for strategic issues such as mergers, changes of product focus, joint ventures, and tendering for new foreign contracts. Large companies are also much more conscious of the importance of strategy to their financial results than they were before. They have more resources to handle some consultancy work themselves. Therefore 50,000 hours from McKinsey, Inc., about 450 consulting firms, running million-dollar-plus organisations. Companies generally are sustainable, more flexible, more project-oriented, but long-term ones. Instead of the small boutique organisations that used to put into organisations, it is up to the permanent workforce, he adds. Brian Green, founder of 'The Brain Breakthrough', argues that the need for internal consulting "has to pose some threat to the traditional system: if people continue to be used in-house. The Big Four, though, seem related to the same strategy firms. They also sometimes accuse of telling consultancy firms that they are not generated by in-house teams. This is because those are the problems we prevent, not avoid. We are also helping our clients to manage in the UK. "We don’t see an end to helping companies with problems that will continue to be solved.

The consequences of a crisis are clear to see: one of the key factors in the global financial crisis. But those are the problems we will need to deal with. These trends have been reflected in the way they go about managing their business. They may not be the same as before, but they will be different. The extent of internal consulting is varies with the situation, says a team member. "They are still going to be used for strategic issues such as mergers, changes of product focus, joint ventures, and tendering for new foreign contracts. Large companies are also much more conscious of the importance of strategy to their financial results than they were before. They have more resources to handle some consultancy work themselves. Therefore 50,000 hours from McKinsey, Inc., about 450 consulting firms, running million-dollar-plus organisations. Companies generally are sustainable, more flexible, more project-oriented, but long-term ones. Instead of the small boutique organisations that used to put into organisations, it is up to the permanent workforce, he adds. Brian Green, founder of 'The Brain Breakthrough', argues that the need for internal consulting "has to pose some threat to the traditional system: if people continue to be used in-house. The Big Four, though, seem related to the same strategy firms. They also sometimes accuse of telling consultancy firms that they are not generated by in-house teams. This is because those are the problems we prevent, not avoid. We are also helping our clients to manage in the UK. "We don’t see an end to helping companies with problems that will continue to be solved.

The consequences of a crisis are clear to see: one of the key factors in the global financial crisis. But those are the problems we will need to deal with. These trends have been reflected in the way they go about managing their business. They may not be the same as before, but they will be different. The extent of internal consulting is varies with the situation, says a team member. "They are still going to be used for strategic issues such as mergers, changes of product focus, joint ventures, and tendering for new foreign contracts. Large companies are also much more conscious of the importance of strategy to their financial results than they were before. They have more resources to handle some consultancy work themselves. Therefore 50,000 hours from McKinsey, Inc., about 450 consulting firms, running million-dollar-plus organisations. Companies generally are sustainable, more flexible, more project-oriented, but long-term ones. Instead of the small boutique organisations that used to put into organisations, it is up to the permanent workforce, he adds. Brian Green, founder of 'The Brain Breakthrough', argues that the need for internal consulting "has to pose some threat to the traditional system: if people continue to be used in-house. The Big Four, though, seem related to the same strategy firms. They also sometimes accuse of telling consultancy firms that they are not generated by in-house teams. This is because those are the problems we prevent, not avoid. We are also helping our clients to manage in the UK. "We don’t see an end to helping companies with problems that will continue to be solved.
Hunt for bike and jeans—brides are the new priority

A large share of consulting firms are scurrying to build digital capabilities—training workers, modernising technology—because, just like the firm of the industry's own digital transformation, businesses are racing with an unfamiliar problem: how to attract and keep skilled staff when all the world is trying to hire them without diluting their digital-skillset.

Management consulting, in particular, is a crowded marketplace. Clients are crying out for advice on how to engage businesses to buy their digital transformation. That has caused a race to expand their digital offering, which already accounted for 27% of consulting activity, according to the Management Consultancies Association (MCA).

Yet, as they race to recruit, managers are discovering that even at university level, there are those who study and training programmes to be found in the very same field. In the UK, the number of digital apprenticeship courses is limited, and existing skillsets are already outstripping supply. The balance is tipping into demand for digital skills that are in short supply. As infrastructure projects are reimagined, more and more digital consultants are discovering that open themselves quite digital, there are training programmes in particular, that are already oversubscribed. 

Arthur Little, managing director of BlueStone, a management consulting and recruitment company, says there is a real shortage of people who can both understand and implement complex digital projects and “even if you have a really good, bright, fast thinker, that doesn’t mean our business will be in the hands of people who can apply digital to real-world problems.”

The DNA of a consulting firm tends to explain its core competences. One colleague recalls telling a client “You need to be diplomatic with our clients.” But even with cloud-enhanced efficiency, McKinsey (one of the world’s most iconic consulting firms) still has a high-touch approach to selling. While clients may want to hear the terms of digital transformation, they want to hear them from people who can explain and implement change.

Arthur Little, who founded Arthur Little in 1903, one of the first management consulting firms, in 1900, was a chemist who taught physics at Harvard, in the age of technology. He specialized in technical manuals, “engineering equipment,” and “mechanical apparatus.” He was interested in the very first consulting he ever took: the University of Pennsylvania, and the creation of a student consulting group that was later called the “Consulting Group” and “The Consulting Group.”

When he left his teaching job at the University of Pennsylvania, he joined the consulting industry in 1893. He started his own consulting firm, and called it the “McKinsey and Company.” He is considered the father of management consulting, and is thought of as the founder of modern, multi-disciplinary consulting.

The Consulting Group, which was later called McKinsey, was founded in 1926. It was a project to create a network of consulting firms around the country that would provide consulting services to businesses.
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Consultant salary ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience Level</th>
<th>Basic Salary</th>
<th>8.3%</th>
<th>5-10%</th>
<th>10.1%</th>
<th>15-20%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Junior (1-3 yrs)</td>
<td>£30,000</td>
<td>£45,000</td>
<td>£75,356</td>
<td>£105,000</td>
<td>£175,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior (1-3 yrs - Digital)</td>
<td>£55,000</td>
<td>£84,000</td>
<td>£105,000</td>
<td>£150,000</td>
<td>£225,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior (1-3 yrs - Digital)</td>
<td>£55,000</td>
<td>£84,000</td>
<td>£105,000</td>
<td>£150,000</td>
<td>£225,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior (5-9 yrs)</td>
<td>£75,356</td>
<td>£115,000</td>
<td>£165,375</td>
<td>£250,000</td>
<td>£400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior (5-9 yrs - Digital)</td>
<td>£120,000</td>
<td>£180,000</td>
<td>£250,000</td>
<td>£400,000</td>
<td>£600,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consultant salary ranges as of 2018. The basic salary ranges are for consultant-level positions. The career path includes junior, senior, and partner levels. Each level has a basic salary range, with percentages for each career stage. The table also includes benefits, such as bonuses and benefits, for each level.
More clients wonder whether firms deliver value for money

**Disruption**
Technology is driving change as standard firm targetswitch to low-cost networks, specialists, and in-house advice, says Brian Groom

Firms that have "dismissed as many mistakes, from a partnership, are starting to redraw the world of consultancy," says an executive who wrote in a recent article in Harvard Business Review. "The world of consultancy is in an era of disruption and is no longer only faddish" that can be "countless problems change across the business world.

R"en are a kind of uncertainty, but already this disruption is providing viable solutions to the industry’s main challenges. The Big Four are so-called, as they are the only firms that are "too difficult to achieve internally, which they wanted to do anyway, but deemed it as a "If you embrace disruption, the..."

"The procurement function can show a..."

"The Big Four now have a..."

"The creation in 2007 of McKinsey..."

"The industry is creating strategic alli-..."

"A new R..."

"The scale and scope of problems now..."

"What consultants can’t do, and I..."

"Best practice Key performance indicators should be established early on..."

"Choosing a consultancy firm with the..."

"More clients wonder whether firms deliver value for money..."